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Analysis shows that traditional crop insurance leaves many California 
farm risks to be managed in other ways. 

Uncertainty has been always an important part 
of farming. Uncertainty in farming arises from 
every step of the production and marketing 

processes. Unpredictable weather, inability to secure 
timely inputs (labor or operating capital), complying 
with regulations, fluctuating market prices, or product 
quality issues—they all add to uncertainty. However, 
whatever the source of uncertainty is, its major 
downside relates to an 
e c o n o m i c  
consequence—the risk 
of not maintaining 
steady income. Various 
tools are available to 
farmers to manage 
risk. This article 
focuses on federal crop 
insurance programs, as 
such crop insurance is 
now the only major 
federal program that 
provides regular 
assistance to farmers 
experiencing crop 
losses due to natural 
disasters. This article Photo courtesy of Jack Kelly Clark 

briefly reviews the change recently made in crop 
insurance, examines the current status of crop 
insurance in California and highlights some of the 
features of crop insurance that are particularly relevant 
to California farmers. 

Expanded Federal Crop Insurance 
The federal government uses two approaches to as

sisting crop farmers in the event of a natural disaster, 
ad hoc disaster assistance and crop insurance. Al
though these were both intended to help farmers in 
the event of a natural disaster, there is a significant 
difference between the two. With ad hoc disaster pro
grams, congress votes after the occurrence of a disaster 
to provide aid at no cost to farmers. Crop insurance is 
a permanent program made available to farmers at 
subsidized premiums contracted before the occurrence 
of a disaster. 

A heavy budgetary burden of the two programs 
during the previous decades prompted the passage 
of the 1994 Crop Insurance Reform Act. The act put 

ad hoc disaster assistance “on line” in the budget, 
requiring an offset in other federal programs in the 
event of passage of future disaster assistance, and 
expanded the existing crop insurance program. The 
main purpose of this change was to reduce the 
probability of future ad hoc disaster aid legislation. 
While making little change in the existing crop 
insurance program, two newly created programs, 

Catastrophic Yield 
Insurance Coverage 
(CAT) and Non-insured 
Assistance Program 
(NAP), were added. 
These programs are 
intended to fill the role of 
previous disaster 
assistance, with CAT 
offered for insurable 
crops at a small 
processing fee and NAP 
offered for non-insurable 
crops at no fee.  CAT 
crops include mainly 
field crops and tree 
crops, while NAP crops 
are mostly vegetables, 

some tree crops and other specialty crops. 
Additional coverage is provided only for the crops 

that are insurable by purchasing an insurance policy 
at a premium. Among a variety of federal insurance 
programs currently offered at a premium, the most 
widely available is the Multi-Peril Crop Insurance 
(MPCI) program that provides coverage against yield 
shortfall caused by most natural disasters. Private 
insurance in agriculture has long been available based 
on a single peril, such as hail, fire, freeze (citrus) or 
rain (cherries and raisins) but has not been available 
for multiple perils. The most common form of MPCI 
offers participants various quantity and price 
guarantee options for choosing their level of coverage. 
A standard insurance policy indemnifies loss of 
production below a guaranteed level at the elected 
price. The enrollment period for participation is 
generally set so that it closes at or just before normal 
planting dates for a crop in a specific region. Other 
programs, including crop revenue coverage, group risk 
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protection, income protection, and revenue assurance, 
are available only on a limited or trial basis. 

Eligibility 
Not all crops are eligible for MPCI. Since the in

ception of crop insurance for wheat in 1938, federal 
crop insurance rapidly expanded to cover all other 
major field crops, such as corn, soybeans and cotton. 
The major expansion of crop insurance to non-field 
crops, however, is recent. The coverage for tree crops 
substantially increased during the 1980s. By the end 
of the 1980s, most tree crops were eligible for crop 
insurance. However, most vegetables and some tree 
crops are still excluded from the coverage options. 
As shown in the table at right, tomatoes are the only 
vegetable for which crop insurance is available in 
California. 

While CAT and NAP both intend to fill the role of 
disaster assistance, different criteria are applied to re
ceive the payment. CAT requires only individual loss 
to qualify for payment. NAP uses a two-tiered trig
ger, first “area” eligibility and then “individual” 
eligibility. Under NAP, an “area” must incur a loss of 
at least 35 percent for any given crop. Once this area 
trigger is met, to receive a payment the individual’s 
loss must exceed 50 percent of his or her normal yield. 
When both conditions are met, farmers are paid for 
individual crop losses in excess of 50 percent at 60 
percent of a price announced by USDA. The NAP 
regulation provides three options that may be used in 
defining an “area”: 1) a county; 2) a geographic area 
containing at least 320,000 acres; or 3) a geographic 
area with a minimum average annual value of at least 
$80 million for all crops produced. 

These rules imply that disaster aid for CAP-crops 
changes little, but aid for NAP-crops may change sig
nificantly relative to the ad hoc disaster programs of 
the 1980s and early 1990s. The non-insured crops cov
ered by NAP are an important part of agriculture in 
California. Lee et al. investigated what this new pro
gram means to California farmers compared to the 
previous ad hoc disaster assistance. They found that 
NAP is very likely to reduce payments to producers 
in California on the order of 90 percent compared to 
ad hoc disaster payments. The major factor limiting 
NAP payments is the “area trigger”. 

The Status of Crop Insurance in 
California 

Historically, crop insurance has not been a widely 
used tool in California. Given that California is the 
nation’s largest producer of vegetables, the coverage 
exclusion for most vegetables obviously limits the role 

Table 1. Federal Crop Insurance 
Participation Rates in California 

(percent of acres in crop) 

Annual Crops % 
Tomatoes (fresh & canning) 35 
Sugarbeets 26 
Sweet Potatoes 
(pilot program - Merced only)  16 
Wheat (only Durum)  14 
Rice  13 
Cotton (Upland)  12 
Els Cotton (Extra Long Staple-Pima)     11 
Total Annual Crops  10 
Perennial Crops 
Raisins (Industry estimates)  80 
Prunes  45 
Apricot (fresh & processed)  35 
Almonds  34 
Figs  27 
Navels & Valencia Oranges  26 
Tangelo (Total)  22 
Peaches (Cling)  14 
Lemons     11 
Plums 11 
Grapefruit 10 
Total Perennial Crops 16 
Total Annual & Perennial Crops 12 

Crops with participation rates below 10 percent are not reported. 
Those include: for annual crops:  barley (6%), dry beans (3%), 
corn (2%), oats (1%), safflower (1%), and potatoes (0%); and, for 
perennial crops: pears (8%), grapes for wine and raisins (7%), 
nectarines (7%), freestone peaches (5%), table grapes (4%), 
walnuts (4%), apples (4%), avocados (2%), mandarins (0%). 

of crop insurance in California. However, even when 
eligibility is not an issue, participation rates are low 
(Table 1). Statewide, the participation rate was only 12 
percent (in acres) in 1998, below the national average. 

The low participation rate may be due to several 
factors. California’s mild climate and controlled 
irrigation reduce the exposure to yield risk, compared 
to other parts of the country. Crop disasters in 
California have been less common compared to other 
parts of the nation. During 1988 through 1993, the 
federal government spent $7.8 billion on ad hoc 
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disaster payments to crop farmers. Of that amount, 
California received $171 million—2 percent of the 
national total—the 14th highest among the 50 states. 
Expressing the disaster payment as a share of the 
state’s crop revenue, California’s 0.2 percent ranked 
47th out of the 50 states over the same period (this 
contrasts with Wisconsin’s revenue share of 8.5 percent 
during this period). 

Risk Not a Concern for
 
California Farmers?
 

Risk is a natural part of agriculture. Almost all 
decisions in farming involve some level of risk and 
risk management. And, of course, farmers in California 
are as concerned about income risk as farmers in other 
states. Low participation in crop insurance does not 
indicate that farmers in California are not concerned 
about risk. Low participation indicates that crop 
insurance in its current form does not provide the risk 
management that is most needed by farmers in 
California. 

The relative importance of various risks may differ 
across regions and crops. With widely used irrigation 
and the relatively mild climate in California, yield or 
production risk related to weather is less important. 
Farming in California may, however, be subject to 
different types of production risk. One example may 
be input related risk (or risk related to human 
resources). Production of specialty crops uses more 
hired labor per unit of output than traditional field 
crops. For example, for many vegetable crops, harvest 
labor costs amount to one third of total production 

costs. These farms may be exposed to more labor 
related risk than farms producing other crops. 

To California farmers, marketing risk may be more 
of a concern than yield risk. Many California crops 
do not store well, meaning that prices fluctuate widely 
from week to week and season to season. However, 
crop insurance does not provide direct coverage 
against price risk. Furthermore, there is also risk 
associated with product quality. Specialty crops are 
often subject to quality specifications. When the 
products do not meet quality standards, they cannot 
be marketed at all, or, if marketed, only at a low price. 

It is not surprising that crop insurance is used only 
selectively in California. The current crop insurance 
policies were initially designed for field crops, and 
they have been applied across regions with almost no 
variation. The importance of other crops and the 
climatic conditions here entail cultural practices and 
a marketing environment that are different from most 
of the country. Crop insurance in California requires 
research on the risk faced by California farmers and 
then adapting policies to deal with that type of risk. 

Hyunok Lee is an associate researcher in the ARE department at 
UC Davis. Her current research interests include crop insurance, 
risk analysis of specialty crops, agricultural trade and economics 
of climate forecasts. To obtain additional information on this sub
ject, Dr. Lee can be contacted by phone at (530) 752-3508 or by e
mail at hyunok@primal.ucdavis.edu. Dr. Lee wishes to acknowl
edge James Otto and Bill Murphy from USDA Risk Management 
Agency in Sacramento for providing the crop insurance data. 
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